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A corrigendum on

SemNet: Learning semantic attributes for human activity recognitionwith

deep belief networks

by Venkatachalam, S., Nair, H., Zeng, M., Tan, C. S., Mengshoel, O. J., and Shen, J. P. (2022). Front.

Big Data 5:879389. doi: 10.3389/fdata.2022.879389

Incorrect A�liation

In the published article, there was an error regarding the affiliation for Ole J. Mengshoel.

Instead of being affiliated with “Department of ECE, CarnegieMellonUniversity, Pittsburgh,

PA, United States”, they should be affiliated with “Department of Computer Science,

Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), Trondheim, Norway.”

Incorrect Correspondence

In the published article, there was an error in the correspondence. The correct

corresponding author is “Ole J. Mengshoel” instead of “Harideep Nair.”

The authors apologize for these errors and state that this does not change the scientific

conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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